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ABSTRACT

Feminist and anti-feminist discourses on abortion in Haiti from 2010 to 2019.

by
Katia Henrys

Advisor: Dagmar Herzog

While women in Haiti obtained important changes in discriminatory laws after the end of the
Duvalier era, other issues remained unresolved. Haiti is amongst six countries in the Caribbean and
Latin America that criminalize abortion. This does not prevent women from practicing abortion at
very high risks: it is estimated that a third of the maternal deaths are due to abortions in the
country. The January 2010 earthquake killed thousands of people and feminist leaders were also
victims. How did feminist activists continue the work to legalize abortion after this event? How are
they perceived in the media? This paper looks at the oldest newspaper in Haiti, Le Nouvelliste,
from the year 2010 to 2019, studying discourses and opinions on feminists and their fight for the
legalization of abortion. Searches were done using the online search engine of Le Nouvelliste's
website. Publications from AlterPresse for specific dates related to abortion are used to complete
data from Le Nouvelliste. Doing a content analysis, eighteen articles were examined looking at proabortions arguments and arguments against abortion. Five articles were op-eds of authors against
abortion, using medical and legal arguments. The anti-feminist discourse presents abortion as an
imported women rights issue. Three articles were investigation done by journalists with testimonies
iv

of women who had abortions, their families, professionals and non-professionals who practice
abortions. Eight articles were reports of events related to the subject: presentation of a new bill and
advocacy activities. The two main arguments presented to defend legalization of abortion are the
public health argument and women’s right to dispose of their own bodies. Two articles are a
question and answer with a lawyer about a new bill that will partially decriminalize abortion.
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Introduction
Article 262 of the current Penal Code in Haiti:
Art. 262.- Quiconque, par aliments, breuvages, médicaments, violence, ou par tout autre
moyen, aura procuré l'avortement d'une femme enceinte, soit qu’elle y ait consenti ou non,
sera puni de la réclusion.- C. pén. 7-5°, 17, 20, 33.
La même peine sera prononcée contre la femme qui se sera procuré l'avortement à ellemême, ou qui aura consenti à faire usage des moyens à elle indiqués ou administrés à cet
effet, si l'avortement en est suivi. Les médecins, chirurgiens et les autres officiers de santé,
ainsi que les pharmaciens qui auront indiqué ou administré ces moyens, seront condamnés
à la peine des travaux forcés à temps, dans le cas où l'avortement aurait eu lieu.- C. pén. 73°, 15, 18, 19, 33, 122.1
My translation:
Whoever, by food, drink, medicine, violence, or any other means, has procured the abortion
of a pregnant woman, whether she has consented or not, will be punished by seclusion.- C.
Pen. 7-5 °, 17, 20, 33.
The same sentence will be pronounced against the woman who has procured the abortion
on her own, or who has consented to use the means indicated or administered to her, if
indeed the abortion is followed.
Physicians, surgeons and other health officers, and pharmacists who will have indicated or
administered these means, will be sentenced to hard labor in time, in the event that the
abortion took place.- C. Pen. 7-3 °, 15, 18, 19, 33, 122.”
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Suriname, and Haiti are the six
countries in Latin America and the Caribbean that still penalize abortion2. While article 262 seems
extremely strict, it has not been applied in Haiti in recent decades. Meanwhile, women of all social
and economic classes regularly have abortions. But depending on a woman’s financial means, she
will have access to a “safe” or “unsafe” abortion.
1

Code pénal haïtien, 1835 : https://www.oas.org/juridico/mla/fr/hti/fr_hti_penal.html

2

Singh, S., Remez, L., Sedgh, G., Kwok, L., & Onda, T. (2018). Abortion worldwide 2017: uneven Progress and
unequal Access.
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During the decades after the Duvalier era ended in 1986, the feminist movement in Haiti
grew vibrant and succeeded pushing through and strengthening laws that fight gender
discriminations. Legalization of abortion, even partially, has been on their agenda since the 1990s3
but the Penal Code has still not been updated to make abortion legal.
Since the earthquake of January 2010, the entire Haitian population has faced great
difficulties, and these have heavily burdened the feminist movement. Several feminist leaders were
killed in the quake4 and structural sexism increased women’s suffering, but the movement kept
working towards legalizing abortion. How did activists pursue this work? What arguments did they
make for legalizing abortion? How does the general public perceive of them? What is the counterdiscourse to the struggle for abortion rights?
This thesis begins to answer these questions, based on a content analysis of the oldest
newspaper in Haiti, Le Nouvelliste. The first part of this work provides context, including a history
of the feminist movement, a chronology, and a description of the movement’s wins over the years.
The second part reports on the analysis and discusses its results.

3

Magloire, D. (2017, May 13). La violence à l’égard des femmes : Une violation constante des droits de la personne
[Text]. Retrieved December 21, 2018, from https://www.cheminscritiques.org:443 website:
https://www.cheminscritiques.org/734; Pour la cause des femmes, avançons, CONAP, 2008.

4

Women’s movement mourns death of 3 Haitian leaders - CNN.com. (n.d.). Retrieved April 26, 2019, from
http://www.cnn.com/2010/LIVING/01/20/haitian.womens.movement.mourns/index.html
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Context
Several authors helped us understand the history of the feminist movement in Haiti and the
alliances that were crucial for its successes. Grace Sanders’ work in La Voix des femmes5 takes us
through the period before the U.S. Occupation of Haiti in 1915 and helps us understand moments
in the ensuing period, until the end of the Duvalier dictatorship. In 1934, the women of the La
Ligue Féministe d’Action Sociale in Haiti created a formal structure in which their voices and
needs could be articulated in public and political spheres. Forging links between women in Haiti
and Black activists and politicians in the U.S. strengthened the anti-U.S. Occupation movement
inside Haiti. In 1950, women earned the right to vote and could run for office at municipal level.
Carolle Charles’ 6 arguments about how women from Haiti organized during the Duvalier
dictatorship make clear how, while in exile, these transnational alliances continued and how crucial
they were to the resistance inside and outside of Haiti. When François Duvalier took power in
1957, it became very risky, particularly for women, to oppose the state. In January 1958, the
journalist Yvonne Hakim Rimpel was amongst the first persons to suffer, first-hand, state political
violence that did not make exception for women7.

Many Haitian women went into exile, settling

in nations all over the world, but most fled oppression to seek refuge in the U.S. and Canada. While
in exile, women organized to publicize the situation both inside Haiti and to make the political
situation in Haiti visible to the rest of the world. When on February 7, 1986, Jean-Claude Duvalier
left the country with his family, many exiles return to help build a democratic state. Among the
returnees were women who had been organizing from exile and who, during their time abroad, had
5

Sanders, G. L. (2013). La Voix des Femmes: Haitian Women's Rights, National Politics, and Black Activism in Portau-Prince and Montreal, 1934-1986.

6

Charles, C. (1995). Gender and politics in contemporary Haiti: The Duvalierist state, transnationalism, and the
emergence of a new feminism (1980-1990). Feminist Studies, 21(1), 135–164.

7

Charles, Sanders, Côté, Lamour. For a fictional version of Yvonne Hakim Rimpel’s story see Agnant, M. C.
(2015). Femmes au temps des carnassiers, Les Éditions du Remue-ménage.
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come into contact with and been changed by feminist ideologies that spread during the 1960s and
the 1970s.
During the period after 1986, the feminist movement in Haiti flourished, as did women’s
organizations. Women’s spaces were set-aside in mixed structures, where women educated
themselves and developed demands tailored to their specific needs. A few days after Duvalier’s
departure, on April 3, women took the streets in different locations across the country to make it
clear their intent to participate in this new democracy. The Constitution of 1987 was the first in the
country’s history to recognize men and women as equals. Women also sought more engagement in
politics. Jean-Bertrand Aristide was elected President in the first democratic elections. The coup
d’état that followed 7 months later marked the beginning of a period during which women suffered
systematic collective sexual violence8. From 1990 to 1994, Haiti was under embargo and the
population was held hostage, but women continued to organize.
In 1994, when Aristide returned from exile, activists pressured the administration into
creating the first Ministry Of Women’s Affairs. In 1995, the Women’s Affairs minister, Lise-Marie
Déjean, represented Haiti at Beijing for the Fourth World Women’s Conference. For the next
fifteen years, women and activists kept working together, formed alliances, and used a variety of
spaces to keep things moving forward. In 1996, Haiti signed Belem Do Para’s convention to end
violence against women. In 1998, feminists denounced the use of systematic sexual violence as a
political weapon and organized a symbolic trial9 where women’s testimony illustrated the state’s
failure to address the problem and provide justice. This testimony also identified other priorities for
women, and these were integrated into the goals of the movement. One priority was to change
8

Marotte, C., & Razafimbahiny, H. R. (1997). Mémoire oubliée: Haïti 1991-1995. [Port-au-Prince, Haïti]: Éditions
Regain,[Montréal]: CIDIHCA and Magloire, R. (2001). Les enfants du coup d’état [Documentary]. Production Fanal.
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Joachim, M.-F. (2012). Haïti-Féminisme: Quand fleurissent les lilas. Retrieved November 5, 2018, from
AlterPresse website: http://www.alterpresse.org/spip.php?article13878#.W-DbSnpKgq9
4

discriminatory laws; in 2005, rape was criminalized and other laws about adultery were changed to
reflect the international conventions Haiti had signed. Legalizing abortion and the right health care
had been part of the feminist agenda since the 1990s, and the urgency of this reform was also
highlighted in the symbolic trial.

Activists worked on various levels at the same time to achieve these goals. Women
organized on the grassroots level and educate each other about their rights while also maintaining a
presence in the Ministry of Women’s Affairs and waging advocacy campaigns to force the Haitian
state to conform to international conventions (Beijing, Belem Do Para, CEDAW). Inside the
county, they strengthened relationships with CONAP - Coordination Nationale pour le Plaidoyer
des femmes10 and La Concertation Nationale contre les Violences faites aux Femmes11. They also
created and nourished alliances with sister regional organizations and movements (ex: Women’s
March Global). This strong movement lost vital members and leaders in the earthquake of January
12, 2010 and was drastically weakened. In the second section, I will discuss the methodology I
used to interpret the post-earthquake discourses about abortion.

10

National Coordination for Women's Advocacy

11

The National Concertation against Violence against Women
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Methodology
Le Nouvelliste, the oldest and the largest, French-language daily newspaper in Haiti, was
first published under the name of Le Matin in 1896, and changed its name to Le Nouvelliste on May
2 of 189812. The daily has endured through historic and often difficult periods, which its current
leaders explain was possible because they continually renewed their staffs and remained in
solidarity with the population when times were hard, even if this meant being discrete while the
Duvaliers were in power. Le Nouvelliste comprises the following sections on: Current News;
Culture; Economy; Editorials, Opinions and Ideas; Society; and Sports. While most are intended to
inform readers and are penned by professional journalists, anyone can submit an op-ed to Opinions
and Ideas. Often scholars submit articles to this section. Since 2006, the online version has
complemented the paper version distributed in Haiti’s major cities. Le Nouvelliste also hosts a
YouTube channel to reach more people.
A single newspaper cannot represent the range of opinions in the country, because Haiti has
a low literacy rate, but it does represent the reality of the literate class (64.3% of males and 57.3%
of females) and, through investigative reporting and scholarly work, may describe realities for
those who cannot read.
Le Nouvelliste has an online search engine that allows Boolean queries of text in titles, but
not full-text. To capture the broadest range of applicable articles I searched on the following key
terms: Kay Fanm (Women’s House), SOFA (Haitian Women Solidarity), Féministes (Feminists),
Droits Reproductifs (Reproductive Rights), Droits Sexuels (Sexual Rights) and Avortement
(Abortion). The search went from January 1 2010 to the present, July 31, 2019. SOFA and Kay
Fanm are key words because they are 2 feminist organizations leading a current campaign for the

12

Le Nouvelliste—A propos. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://lenouvelliste.com/apropos
https://lenouvelliste.com/apropos
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legalization of abortion. With the word feminist, I wanted to capture discourse about feminists.
Reproductive rights, sexual rights and abortion are terms that are part of the vocabulary of the
campaign for the legalization of abortion.
The following flowchart represents the process that was conducted to arrive at the articles analyzed
in this work.

Figure 1: systematic flow chart of articles’ selection process.

7

Findings
Five anti-abortion articles included medical or legal arguments or defended the idea that
legalizing abortion was an imported problem.
A medical doctor wrote two articles in August 26, 201113 and January 26, 201514 against
legalizing abortion. The tone in these articles is authoritative: Dr. Philippe Desmangles warns his
colleagues against performing abortions, reminding them of their Hippocratic Oath. He also
addresses the rest of the population, especially the state. He thinks pregnancy is good news and that
women want to abort because they do not receive support from the state. Houses' strong words and
phrases to describe abortion: murder; murderer; assassination; convenience abortion; legalization
of murder; and, kill. For Dr. Desmangles, it’s a question of “human dignity” for all parties except,
apparently, the pregnant woman. He accords the fetus human status. In both articles, Dr.
Desmangles refers to a bill about responsible paternity passed in 2012. The law allows children to
DNA test to find any of their parents. The author explains that fatherless children are increasingly
common in Haiti, and that the law forces men to take responsibility for their children.
One article dated February 14, 201415, attacks feminists and feminism. The author, Jean
Tibère, disdainfully describes “these feminists,” “these self-declared feminists” and posits that “the
problem of Haitian feminism is its sectarianism,” this “tendency to seek more rights for women”
and ignore the rights of others. Tibère believes we should seek “human rights” and not act “as if the
woman was a species apart.” Paraphrasing Simone de Beauvoir, he writes, “the deniers of the

13

Desmangles, P. (2011, August 28). Faut-il légaliser l’avortement en Haïti? Le Nouvelliste. Retrieved from
https://lenouvelliste.com/article/96247/faut-il-legaliser-lavortement-en-haiti

14

Desmangles, P. (2015, January 26). Dépénalisation de l’avortement thérapeutique: Entre hypocrisie et non-dits ! Le
Nouvelliste. Retrieved from https://lenouvelliste.com/article/140768/depenalisation-de-lavortement-therapeutiqueentre-hypocrisie-et-non-dits

15

Tibère, J. (2014, February 14). La question de l’avortement à l’ordre du jour. Le Nouvelliste. Retrieved from
https://lenouvelliste.com/article/144788/la-question-de-lavortement-a-lordre-du-jour
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rights of the child that these feminists have become will no doubt tell us that the fetus ‘is not born a
woman... [but] becomes so’.” Tibère worries “that no one would be surprised that the legislator
yields to the whims of this murderous passion”. He then lauds the example of women who were
raped and kept their child because they knew “that they were not raped by the child, but only by the
offender.” In Tibère’s article, abortion is described as a denial of “fundamental rights of the
person” and “life” and the fetus is promoted to personhood: “kid,” “murder of a baby,” “the other
life,” and “legalization of murder, assassination.”
Another argument against legalizing abortion in Haiti is that the problem of abortion is not
Haitian but imported. In his article of May 13, 201516, Dimitri Cyprien claims that legislators in
Haiti are trying “to impose laws made in laboratories foreign to the Haitian people.” He wonders,
“why impose the choice of a minority on the majority” if we are in a democracy. He believes
leaders have “sheep tendencies” and that those who defend abortion are “financed by foreign
personalities or institutions.” To debunk the argument that women have the right to do as they wish
with their bodies, the essayist insists that the fetus is not “a part of woman’s body” because at
“about 10 weeks… the future baby begins to develop his own organs such as heart and kidneys”
and cannot be extracted like a “cancerous tumor.” While this author eschews words that associated
with crime (e.g., murder, assassination), he does argue that abortion facilitates eugenic practices:
“the fantasy of the perfect child developed by the Nazi regime.” Against the argument of “the
difficult conditions of abortion” in countries where it’s illegal, he marshals the opposing idea that
women hide their abortions in Haiti “not for fear of being punished in accordance with article 262
of the current Haitian Penal Code, but rather for fear of social disavowal.”

16

Cyprien, D. (2015, May 13). Reflexions autour de la dépénalisation de l’avortement en Haïti. Le Nouvelliste.
Retrieved from https://lenouvelliste.com/article/144666/reflexions-autour-de-la-depenalisation-de-lavortement-en-haiti
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Only one article was written by a woman17. Nephtalie Bernadeau was a student at the Sainte
Rose de Lima Catholic high school. In 2014, she had been the Laureate of the European Union's
Pleading Competition. Her article opens with a vivid description of a surgical abortion by an
“abortionist.” Like most who take a legal stand against abortion, she opposes a fetus’ rights to a
woman’s rights. Abortion is a negation of “the right to life” because we know “that life begins with
fertilization (encounter of the egg and the spermatozoon)” so would not abortion “consist in its
very act, a violation of the prescriptions of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights?”
Bernadeau claims that abortion accounts for “97 million lives lost annually, more than 4 times the
number killed in World War II.” She also draws comparisons with the period in which slavery was
legal, and to the Nazis who denied the quality of human “like promoters of abortion question the
humanity of the fetus.” In cases of rape, she argues, “we do not repair evil by committing evil” and
instead advocates for support women who are assaulted, following with the claim that “rape
accounts for only 1% of the reasons for an abortion.” Here we first see an argument for “significant
psychological and emotional aftermaths” for women who abort. Again, words and phrases
associated with abortion emphasize its criminality: let the babies die; crime against humanity;
sacrifice of the child; crime; assassination; kill; and, convenience.
We rarely see women’s point of view in the anti-abortion texts in Le Nouvelliste, and no
anti-abortion view is voiced by a woman who has had an abortion. The arguments against abortion
use strong language and are rooted in moral or professional legal or medical authority, and
emphasize the need to protect Haiti from foreign ideas. The authors use fear as a weapon,
terrorizing readers with their arguments about the evils of abortion. Articles that present arguments
for legalizing abortion are considered next.
To supplement the information contained in the articles in favor of decriminalization, I also
17

Bernadeau, N. (2014, May 2). L’avortement: Respect ou déni de droits. Le Nouvelliste. Retrieved from
https://lenouvelliste.com/article/130556/lavortement-respect-ou-deni-de-droits
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consulted articles published in AlterPresse, an online news medium, when they discussed abortionrelated events on specific dates, whether reported in Le Nouvelliste or not. I relied on AlterPresse
because its main objective is to document social movements and promote organizations that defend
human rights. AlterPresse was founded in 2001 and has remained faithful to its mission,
maintaining their relationship with the feminist movement. This way, I could be sure not to
overlook events directly linked to the feminist movement and abortion even if Le Nouvelliste did
not cover them.
This group of texts comprises eight reports of events written by journalists in attendance
and published in Le Nouvelliste. It’s only through these reports that we can access the arguments of
the opposite side since no pro-legalization opinion pieces were published during the period under
review in this newspaper. Two international days are significant to reproductive rights and abortion
activists: September 26, which is International Contraception Day and September 28, which is
International Safe Abortion day. I looked for articles from AlterPresse for these dates to
complement information provided by Le Nouvelliste. For the year 2012 and 2017, I did not find
articles reporting events linked to abortion on AlterPresse’s website.
On September 30, 201018, AlterPresse published an article that explained that after “a minisurvey conducted in early September, SOFA notes an increase use of Cytotec, a drug commonly
used in the treatment of ulcers whose side effects cause abortion.” Dr. Lise-Marie Déjean from
SOFA was quoted: "In Haiti, these women die because they suffer the violence of the state that
refuses to amend the law on abortion. In all countries where maternal mortality has halved,
authorities have taken steps to educate women and legalize abortion.” September 2010 is notable
because it was soon after the January earthquake and women were more exposed to sexual assault
18

Haïti: Augmentation de l’utilisation des médicaments abortifs, selon la SOFA. (2010, September 30). Retrieved
September 16, 2019, from AlterPresse website: https://www.alterpresse.org/spip.php?article10063
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in temporary camps. On September 28, 2011 SOFA organized a sit-in in front of the Ministry of
Health to ask "the State to promote sex education in order to promote a good decision-making
capacity on the part of women”19.
On May 13-14 of 2013, the Ministry of Health had organized a meeting to discuss abortion
and its links to maternal mortality. On May 16, Le Nouvelliste reported20, “Lawyers, human rights
activists and leaders of women's organizations” attended the meeting. But we know from an
AlterPresse of May 20, 201321, that, “According to the Ministry’s Health’s family health director,
Reynold Grand Pierre, women's organizations insist that women decide whether or not to abort, but
churches do not hear it that way;” meanwhile, “activists and men of faith agree, however, to
authorize "therapeutic abortion.” At the meeting, the Minister of Health argued for therapeutic
abortions, abortions in the case of fetus malformations, and in the case of rape.
On September 26 of 201322, AlterPresse reported that Médecins du Monde in Haiti said,
"the prevention of unwanted pregnancies must be achieved through greater availability and
accessibility of modern contraceptive methods, but also by affirming the right of women and girls
to decide whether or not to have sexual intercourse, to have children or not.”
Le Nouvelliste’s article of November 26, 201323, “Abortion, illegal but practiced, kills,”
reports a radio talk in which SOFA’s Olga Benoit claimed, “Abortion is the third leading cause of
maternal mortality in Haiti, said Olga Benoit, referring to the report of the Mortality, Morbidity and
19

Haïti: Sit-in de la SOFA contre la pénalisation de l’avortement. (2011, September 28). Retrieved September 16,
2019, from AlterPresse website: https://www.alterpresse.org/spip.php?article11626#.XYBAAJNKgq8

20

Ibraïme, G. (2013, May 16). Vers l’élaboration d’une loi sur l’avortement. Le Nouvelliste. Retrieved from
https://lenouvelliste.com/article/116845/vers-lelaboration-dune-loi-sur-lavortement
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Haïti-Avortement: Désaccord entre féministes et hommes d’église sur une proposition de loi en préparation. (2013,
May 20). Retrieved September 16, 2019, from AlterPresse website: https://www.alterpresse.org/spip.php?article14561
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Haïti-Contraception: Les droits sexuels et reproductifs sont essentiels, selon Médecins du monde. (2013, September
26). Retrieved September 16, 2019, from AlterPresse website: https://www.alterpresse.org/spip.php?article15187

23

Darius, D. (2013, November 26). L’avortement, illégal mais pratiqué, tue. Le Nouvelliste. Retrieved from
https://lenouvelliste.com/article/124422/lavortement-illegal-mais-pratique-tue
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Utilization Survey (EMMUS V) released last July.” Pointing out that “30% of maternal death are
due to abortion,” Olga Benoit described it as both a public health problem and a legal problem that
prevents “a woman from deciding when in her life she can give birth to a child” which is “a
violation of her rights.” Referring to 1998 negotiations between the Parliament and women’s
organizations, Ms. Benoit reminded listeners that “the negotiating committee for women's
organizations had proposed that abortion be decriminalized in cases where the pregnant woman is
exposed to serious harm or becomes pregnant after rape.” Unfortunately, the Parliament was
voided shortly after and no change was made in the Penal Code regarding abortion.
According to Le Nouvelliste, for September 28 of the year 201424, SOFA is joined by Kay
Fanm and the l’Initiative pour un développement équitable en Haiti (IDEH) for a sit-in in front of
the Ministry of Women’s affairs. The activists "demand the amendment of Article 262 of the Penal
Code,” "legalization of unconditional abortion" and called "criminalization of abortion… a form of
state violence.” AlterPresse tells us on the same date25, that Danièle Magloire, sociologist and a
leader of Kay Fanm at the sit-in explained, “this activity is organized every year, on September 28,
to raise awareness among young people about the risks of abortion and force state officials to take
steps to decriminalize abortion.” She continues that the campaign is also being waged in other
Latin American and Caribbean countries. Benoit reaffirms, “the legalization of abortion is a right
related to sexual and reproductive health, as part of basic human rights.” The article underlines
that, “Illegal abortion is the third leading cause of maternal mortality in the country,” restating the
public health argument for legalizing abortion.

24

Sénat, J. D. (2014, September 29). Des organisations féministes exigent la dépénalisation de l’avortement. Le
Nouvelliste. Retrieved from https://lenouvelliste.com/article/136397/des-organisations-feministes-exigent-ladepenalisation-de-lavortement

25

Haïti-Droits humains: Sit-in pour la dépénalisation de l’avortement. (2014, September 26). Retrieved September 16,
2019, from AlterPresse website: https://www.alterpresse.org/spip.php?article17070
https://www.alterpresse.org/spip.php?article17070#.XYBIEJNKgq8
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Le Nouvelliste’s article of December 12, 201426, presents the results of a survey IDEH
administered to 163 women in fifteen health centers in Port-au-Prince:

“According to its executive director, IDEH undertook this study on illegal abortion and
access to post-abortion services, after reading numerous newspaper articles and testimonials
that ensure that clandestine abortion had increased after the earthquake following many
unwanted pregnancies.” Once again IDEH “advocates for a national program including safe
and legal abortion, with a focus on sexual and reproductive health prevention and education
strategy.”

An article on Le Nouvelliste on May 15 201527, summarized discussions between medical
students, a doctor, and a lawyer. Dr. Louissaint said, "abortion is practiced by all strata of Haitian
society and even religious,” but religious people seek help from private institutions. The lawyer
Joseph Ducasse opined that section 262 violates "the respect and integrity of the human person."
A variety of groups and organizations joined to legalize abortion in 2014. On September
29, 201528 AlterPresse reported that the coalition for reproductive and sexual rights - Collectif pour
les Droits à la Santé Sexuelle et Reproductive – CDSSR, had made a joint statement. SOFA and
Kay Fanm headed the head coalition. The organizations affirmed that "abortion represents a
‘serious problem’ of public health:’” “Especially practiced by young people (15-29 years old), in
unsafe conditions, abortions are often accompanied by complications (40% of cases), reveal the
26

Sénat, J. D. (2014, December 11). L’IDEH réclame la dépénalisation totale de l’avortement. Le Nouvelliste.
Retrieved from https://lenouvelliste.com/article/139170/lideh-reclame-la-depenalisation-totale-de-lavortement
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Baptiste, J. (2015, May 15). La question de l’avortement à l’ordre du jour. Le Nouvelliste. Retrieved from
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data available for Haiti, based on the EMMUS studies (Mortality, Morbidity and Mortality and use
of Services Survey).”
On January 22, 201629, Le Nouvelliste featured a report on the new bill for a Penal Code,
which would legalize abortion. AlterPresse30 reported on a conference held September 26, which
was organized by the coalition for DSSR: “‘Kite fanm yo deside, respekte dwa yo” (to let women
decide is to respect their rights). At this conference coalition members discussed the sexual and
reproductive rights of women, how to prevent unsafe abortions and the interventions needed for
post-abortion care.” The coalition demanded the bill for a new Penal Code be placed on the agenda
of the Haitian Parliament.
Le Nouvelliste’s article of March 13, 201831 covers discussion held with medical students
about the legal implications of abortion. In defense of women’s rights over their own bodies,
lawyer Mona Jean said, "preventing a woman from deciding when in her life she can give birth to a
child is a violation of her rights.”
In September 2018, the coalition joined with United Nations Population Fund -UNPFA and
the Ministry of Health to organize a full week of activities focused on sexual and reproductive
rights and offered free medical consultation with PROFAMIL - Association pour la Promotion de
la Famille32, an organization financed by Planned Parenthood. AlterPresse’s September 22, 201833
29
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article mentions Dr. Decastro from PROFAMIL –who cited the Mortality, Morbidity and
Utilization Survey (Emmus-VI 2016-2017): “Haiti has the highest rate of maternal deaths than any
other Caribbean country, "529 deaths per 100,000 births.” A march supporting legalization is also
organized by the coalition, on September 26 of 201834: "Women need to be able to control their
pregnancies, plan their lives freely. Women of all categories must have access to quality health
care,” said Katia Hilaire from SOFA according to AlterPresse.
These articles reveal the strategic choices feminist have made. These strategies include
documenting increase in the number of abortions, educating the population, celebrating
international days that promote their causes, and forging alliances with other institutions who
advocate for legalizing abortion. Feminists main arguments were focused on public health,
maternal mortality, and women’s rights over their own bodies. But the articles do not tell us how
abortion affects women in Haiti. Thus, I turn to investigative journalism that includes women’s
testimonies or the testimony of their families.
I found four articles in Le Nouvelliste that include testimonies, but discovered that one of
them was published twice, with a different title but exactly the same content. The first article,
published on March 3rd, 201435 takes the reader through the process of a quick abortion. Cytotec
(misoprostol) is used to treat patients with ulcers, but it is also an abortifacient and, if the fetus
survives, a teratogenic that can also threaten a pregnant woman’s life. It is cheap and available over
the counter. Poor women may have few options except risky abortions. Dr. Raymond Fleurimon,
medical director at Chancerelles, one of the oldest public hospitals in Port-au-Prince, said, "The
majority of hemorrhaging we receive in gynecology is related to abortions.” He was “preoccupied
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by the action of charlatans, false doctors who introduce sharp objects into the womb of the
pregnant woman to provoke an abortion.” Some doctors gain a reputation for assisting women with
abortions and there is often complicity between the woman “and the practitioner… because all are
punishable under the Penal Code. The practitioner knows that he violates the law by performing an
abortion without indications.” SOFA’s position on abortion is presented in the article. ON the other
hand, “While criticizing the hypocrisy that characterizes the debate on abortion in Haiti, Dr.
William pleaded for new legislation.”
Le Nouvelliste’s article of December 29, 201536 launches into the raw story of Nadia who
died after a failed clandestine abortion: “At the age of 26, Nadia feared losing her fiancé, on whom
she and her family were financially dependent. It was out of the question for her to keep somebody
else’s baby.” The journalist is concerned that information about contraception doesn’t reach the
right people because the Ministry of Health and many Non-Governmental Organizations are trying
to impose classical family planning methods on Haitian women, but “unwanted pregnancy rates
remain catastrophic because of the largely illiterate population, which often understands poorly the
methods available to them.” This is what happened to Nadège, who got pregnant because she
thought that breastfeeding her 8-month old baby would prevent her from conceiving a new one.
The article asks: “Everyone knows that girls abort, it's a constant. The variable is: under what
condition?” Some in rural areas use herbal mixtures to abort, or may even commit infanticide. One
person explains, “either I make the child disappear in the form of hemorrhage, or I cause him or her
to die at birth.” Jack, 24 years old, demanded his girlfriend jump off a 2-meter-high wall, which
caused her to miscarry. Some doctors are unconcerned with ethics, and Julien and his girlfriend
found one of them: “Nadjela was on the brink of death, unscrupulous, [the doctor] replied that he
had eliminated only half of the fetus... in proportion to my money.” The author agreed with Olga
36
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Benoit from SOFA the a pregnant woman has a right “to not want to give birth to a child resulting,
for example, from a non-consented sexual act.” The conclusion of the article leaves us wondering
“whether it’s Nadia who left too early or the son of Carline who did not see the light, these are eyes
that are closed silently, shamefully, in the limbo of collective consciousness.”
Another Nadia’s story opens the article of March 20, 201737. After 5 days of suffering
because she vainly tried all kind of herbal remedies to get rid of the fetus, Nadia winds up at the
hospital and “does not hold her tears, when without anesthesia, the gynecologist introduces the
instruments into her vagina. The screams echo in this small room, giving cold sweat to her
boyfriend as well as to the gynecologist, although experienced.” Readers are told this story is
unexceptional and that “planning an abortion in many places in the capital and even at home is like
sending an email through a clandestine system in which pharmacists, surgeons, gynecologists and
charlatans intertwine.” We learn with Carol Jacob from SOFA that the new formulation proposed
for Article 262 of the Penal Code is not satisfying: “many barriers are still there.” Jacob says that
criminalizing abortion continues the spiral of poverty: “… we will never get out of this cycle of
poverty. Abandoned children will become criminals in the streets." For Jacob, banning abortion is a
crime but she is satisfied that there’s a growing conversation on the subject, at different levels of
the society.
The last two articles on abortion from Le Nouvelliste are conversations with lawyer Patrick
Laurent. The first question-and-answer is an occasion to learn more about Article 262 of the Penal
Code. Laurent explains that in this article, “confinement is a term of imprisonment of not less than
three years and not more than nine years in which the convicted person is employed in work the
proceeds of which may be used in part for his own benefit.” When asked if “abortion is an attack

37
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on the right to life,” the lawyer answers that Article 19 of the Constitution provides that the Haitian
state guarantees the right to life, but does not specify when life begins. However, the American
Convention on Human Rights was ratified by Haiti, and is part of Haitian law, and its article 4
reads as follows: "Everyone has the right to respect for his life. This right must be protected by law,
and generally from the point of view of conception. On the basis of the American Convention,
which seeks to protect the right to life from conception, it can be said that abortion is an
infringement of the right to life.” Interestingly, Patrick Laurent ends the interview by saying that he
personally thinks abortion should be legalized in specific situations, such as when a woman’s life is
in danger and this has been documented medically.
The second interview was published on October 5th, 201738 after the new bill to reform the
Penal Code was proposed. Patrick Laurent explains when abortion is illegal:

a) when it occurred without the free and informed consent of the pregnant woman;
b) when it is performed after 12 weeks of pregnancy;
c) when it is performed in ignorance of the requirements of medical science. (Article 328
(1) of the preliminary draft of the new Penal Code).
The interruption of the pregnancy is legal with regard to the preliminary draft of the new
Penal Code when the pregnancy results:
a) rape or incest;
b) when the physical or mental health of the woman is in danger (Article 328 (5) of the
preliminary draft of the new Penal Code).

Even if the new Penal Code were in place, most of the women whose stories were told in these
38
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articles would still be at risk and forced to undergo illegal abortions.
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Conclusion and discussion
I’ve described the strategies feminist activists have used to win key legal battles since the
birth of a structured feminist movement in the 1930s. Among recent gains are the criminalization
of rape, abolition of discriminatory laws on to adultery, and a new law about paternity and filiation
that grants children the right to seek their biological parents and benefit from their financial
support.
Le Nouvelliste’s publications between January 2010 and July 2019 revealed both the
arguments activists used to defend abortion and the arguments abortion opponents used to prevent
legalization in Haiti. I analyzed eighteen articles extracted from the journal’s web archive based on
keywords queries. These showed us how feminists in Haiti frame their discourse around public
health issues linked to maternal deaths, and around women’s rights to their own bodies. Antiabortion counter-arguments are medical or legal and baldly employ anti-feminist rhetoric. A subset
of articles centers the stories of women who had abortions and includes testimonies of parents and
professionals who favor legalizing abortion.
While this work offers a unique perspective on the structure of the debate about abortion in
Haiti, it is limited by inadequacies in Le Nouvelliste’s search engine. I could not identify articles
that may have discussed abortion, but did not include my keyword in the title. To mitigate this
problem, I looked for articles from another journal (AlterPresse ) published at times when this
issue was prominent: March 8, April 3rd, and September 28. Though access to back issues is
limited, it would be fruitful to include other online newspapers in the search and add relevant
articles to this content analysis to see if they present a different take on the conversation about
abortion.
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The bill introduced to change the Penal Code39 includes article 328, 329, and 330, which
read as follows (my translation) 40:
Terminating pregnancy without the free and informed consent of the pregnant woman, or
beyond the period of twelve (12) weeks, or in breach of the requirements of medical science
is punishable by imprisonment of five (5) years to seven (7) years and a fine of 50,000
gourdes to 100,000 gourdes.
Whoever, except for the requirements of medical science, by food, beverage, medicine, or
other, has caused the abortion of a pregnant woman without her consent, is liable to the
same penalties.
The penalty is the same if abortion is caused by physical violence.
Physicians, surgeons, other health officers and pharmacists who have indicated or
administered these means will be sentenced to the same penalty if the abortion has
followed.
There is no offense when the pregnancy results from rape or incest or when the physical or

39

Projet de loi portant nouveau code pénal. , Code Pénal § (2017).

40

328: L’interruption de la grossesse pratiquée sans le consentement libre et éclairé de la gestante, ou au-delà du délai
de douze (12) semaines, ou en méconnaissance des exigences de la science médicale est passible d’un emprisonnement
de cinq (5) ans à sept (7) ans et d’une amende de 50 000 gourdes à 100 000 gourdes.
Quiconque, en dehors des exigences de la science médicale, par aliments, breuvages, médicaments ou autres, aura
provoqué l’avortement d’une femme enceinte sans son consentement, est passible des mêmes peines.
La peine est la même si l’avortement est provoqué par la violence physique.
Les médecins, chirurgiens, les autres officiers de santé et les pharmaciens qui auront indiqué ou administré ces moyens,
seront condamnés à la même peine si l’avortement s’en est suivi.
Il n’y a pas infraction lorsque la grossesse résulte d’un viol ou d’un inceste ou lorsque la santé physique ou mentale de
la femme est en danger.
Article 329.- Lorsque l’interruption de la grossesse a lieu dans des conditions qui mettent en danger la vie de la
gestante, par une personne non qualifiée, dans un lieu autre qu’un établissement de santé public ou privé reconnu par le
ministère de la santé, ou au-delà d’un délai de douze semaines, l’auteur est passible d’un emprisonnement de sept (7)
ans à dix (10) ans et d’une amende de 75 000 à 150 000 gourdes.
Article 330.- Celui ou celle qui, intentionnellement, pratique la stérilisation de la femme à son insu, alors qu’il n’existe
aucune justification médicale ou chirurgicale, est passible d’un emprisonnement de trois (3) ans à cinq (5) ans et d’une
amende de 75 000 gourdes à 150 00 gourdes.
La licence du médecin sera suspendue pour une durée de un (1) an.
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mental health of the woman is in danger.
Article 329.- When the termination of the pregnancy takes place in conditions that endanger the life
of the pregnant woman, by an unqualified person, in a place other than a public or private health
institution recognized by the Ministry of Health, or beyond a period of twelve weeks, the author is
liable to imprisonment of seven (7) years to ten (10) years and a fine of 75,000 to 150,000 gourdes.
Article 330.- The person who, intentionally, practices the sterilization of the woman without his
knowledge, while there is no medical or surgical justification, is liable to imprisonment of three (3)
years to five (5) years and a fine of 75 000 gourdes to 150 00 gourdes.
The doctor's license will be suspended for a period of one (1) year.”

There are hurdles to surmount before the new Penal Code is implemented, since the political
landscape in Haiti is extremely complicated to navigate.
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